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Anthony Stephen
Champion Jockey and Celergen Client

CELERGEN: Swiss Cell Therapy
When Your Body Deserves The Absolute Best
For Anthony Stephen, workdays can be long
and grueling. A champion jockey, who has ridden dozens of
winning mounts on the thoroughbred racing circuit, Stephen is
typically up before 5 a.m. for an exhausting day that can bring
plenty of bumps and bruises. “No matter how much I’ve trained
and tried to keep in shape it has always been hard to drag myself
out of bed in the morning,” says Stephen, who began racing horses
more than 20 years ago as a young man growing up in Trinidad.
	Then last fall, while he was training in Pennsylvania, Stephen
got a call from his fiancée, Dr. Karla Groves, a physician and founder
of the Center for Anti-Aging in Lexington, Kentucky. She told

him: “I’ve found something you need to try.” That something was
Celergen, a Swiss-formulated nutritional supplement that possesses
an extraordinary ability to revitalize cells in the human body and
thwart the aging process.
For Stephen, the effects were almost immediate. “I could feel
a difference the very next day. I was more alert and organized,”
he says. “Now I don’t even have to set the alarm clock any
more. When 5 a.m. rolls around, I hop out of bed and I’m ready
to go. Being a jockey means you have to stay alert at all times
and be able to make split-second decisions on the race track.
Celergen has made me better at what I do. Now, at the end of

the day, instead of coming home, crashing on the couch and
being exhausted, I’ve got plenty of energy to do other things
I want.”
Stephen also noticed other physical instances of Celergen’s
effectiveness. After hurting his knee several years ago while
playing soccer, Stephen’s orthopedist told him he must stop
running or risk further damage. “That was a big blow to my
career because I needed to run to keep off the weight so I can
ride,” says Stephen. “I started walking instead, but it took much
longer and it just didn’t work as well to keep me in shape. I was
having a hard time making my racing weight limit.” But just a
few days after taking Celergen, Stephen noticed that his chronic
knee pain had disappeared. “Now I’m back running sevenminute miles,” he says. “I’ve never felt better.”
Celergen Relieves a Variety of Symptoms Associated with
Growing Old
Stephen’s experience with Celergen is not an isolated incident.
Rather, it is part of a growing body of evidence reported by
physicians and their patients showing that Celergen not only
relieves a variety of symptoms associated with growing old but
possesses an extraordinary ability to revitalize cells in the human
body and thwart the aging process.
	Consider firsthand results experienced by Dr. George Tawfik,
a Staten Island, New York, psychiatrist. Dr. Tawfik is 60 years
old, an avid bridge player and often competes in tournaments.
“Typically, I’ve always been near the bottom of the tournament
rankings,” says Dr. Tawfik.“But within just a few weeks of starting

a Celergen regimen, I started noticing that I was much more
engaged in the bridge game and my critical thinking seemed a
lot sharper. Now, I’m finishing near the top of the tournaments.
It’s really quite remarkable. There is no other explanation except
for Celergen.”
	Dr. Tawfik also credits Celergen for helping him overcome
a knee injury that prohibited him from jogging in recent years.
Within weeks of starting the treatment, he was lacing up his
running shoes again. Celergen also helped relieve the chronic

What is Celergen?
Celergen is a nutritional supplement not a drug. One of its key ingredients is a proprietary Cellular Marine Complex that is extracted from the DNA of deep-sea marine
life, which through nearly 30 years of research has been associated with powerful anti-aging properties. Other ingredients include Peptide E Collagen, which reinforces
skin elasticity, and Hydro MN Peptide, which plays a critical role in the rejuvenation of cartilage.

How Does Celergen Work?
Unlike other cell therapies, which involve injections, Celergen comes in an enteric coated soft-shell capsule that is taken orally. While other supplements are often
manufactured using extreme heat, which destroys many of the nutrients in the active ingredients, Celergen uses Swiss Proprietary Cold Extraction Technology.
This guarantees that its marine cellular extracts achieve the highest degree of potency. Celergen’s bioactive ingredients are bound to peptides, which escort the
micronutrients through the intestines and into the blood system where they go to work restoring and rejuvenating individual cells.

What is Swiss Cell Therapy?
A potent transformative treatment that stimulates the human body’s natural healing and revitalizing powers, Swiss Cell Therapy triggers the rejuvenation of individual
cells. This renewal process is critical for helping keep the body’s tissues and organs in optimal good health. By repairing and replacing dead and damaged cells, Swiss
Cell Therapy helps combat the aging process by maintaining energy and vitality.

What Do Independent Clinical Studies Say About the Effectiveness of Celergen?
Studies on Celergen’s key ingredients were conducted by BIO-HC Laboratories, a French-based firm and one of Europe’s largest and most comprehensive research
centers. They showed:
• Improved stamina and energy levels.
• Reduced pain from osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.
• Improved blood circulation.
• Faster recuperation after exercise.
• Reduction of wrinkles.
• Improved blood-sugar control.
• Enhanced alertness of mind and focus.
• Improved skin resilience, tone, texture and overall complexion.
• Strengthened immune system.

CELERGEN

When Your Body Deserves The Absolute Best

“My wife is a molecular
biologist, so she had a
high degree of skepticism
about Celergen’s
effectiveness. She is
now convinced that it
absolutely works. And it
works wonders.”
--Dr. Stephen Spates
Vital Life Health Alternatives Clinic

pain from a neck injury he suffered in an automobile accident.
It allowed for more enjoyment from one of his favorite
recreational pastimes.
“I like to spend my weekends racing go-karts,” says
Dr. Tawfik. “There’s a lot of jostling around on the track and
it can really wear you down. But with Celergen, I feel like I
can bounce back with the same sort of vitality I enjoyed as a
young man.”
	Dr. Stephen Spates, founder of the Vital Life Health
Alternatives Clinic in Clarendon Hills, Illinois, had for years
been plagued by the lingering symptoms of Lyme’s Disease. “For
some reason, year after year, everything seemed to come to a
head during the month of November. Novembers were always
awful for me; I dreaded them. I would feel lethargic and just not
want to do anything,” says Dr. Spates. “But last October, I started
taking Celergen, and when November arrived it was as if I was
a new person. I felt revitalized and ready to take on the world. I
looked better, felt great and my libido was increased, too.”
	One longtime patient of Dr. Spates, a 50-year-old woman,
wanted badly to start a new aerobic fitness class, but worried
that she just didn’t have the energy. Dr. Spates recommended
Celergen and the woman soon reported back that it had restored
the vigor she hadn’t known for years and made regular exercise
a central part of her life. Another patient, a former professional
baseball player, was afflicted with a number of chronic ailments
that were the result of his years as an athlete. A Celergen regimen
brought notable across-the-board improvement.
	Dr. Spates recommended Celergen to his wife and she, too,
soon began to experience a new vigor and increased energy.
“My wife is a molecular biologist, so she had a high degree of
skepticism about Celergen’s effectiveness,” says Dr. Spates. “She is
now convinced that it absolutely works. And it works wonders.”

The Origins of Swiss Cell Therapy and
the Science Behind It
While the origins of cell therapy date to the early 1800s in
Switzerland, modern cell therapy was broadly legitimized in the
field of bone marrow transplantation during the 1980s. It came
to the forefront through the work of Dr. E. Donnall Thomas,
who performed the first successful transplant of cells between
identical twin patients and went on to win the Nobel Prize
in 1990. Since then, cell therapy evolved by leaps and bounds,
offering great advancements in regenerative medicine.
In recent years, legions of affluent, accomplished individuals—
from actors and performers to CEOs and heads of state—
traveled to Switzerland on a regular basis to undergo cell therapy
injections not available in the United States. Patients are citing
numerous positive results, including improved skin condition
and muscle tone, an enhanced libido, a general sense of wellbeing and improvement with numerous conditions, including
Parkinson’s Disease and joint pain.
Many potential beneficiaries of cell therapy are put off by the
idea of needle injections and the higher associated costs. “The
fact that Celergen is a bona fide form of cell therapy now available
in capsule form is what made it attractive to me,” says Dr. Tawfik.
“And that’s a large reason while I feel confident recommending
it to my patients.”
In addition to the capsule’s preferred mode of delivery,
Celergen’s effectiveness stems from on-going innovative
advancements in the field of cell therapy. Scientists have long
been intrigued by the ability of marine DNA to offset the effects
of premature aging, fight age-related degenerative diseases, and
boost human immune systems. Celergen researchers set their
sights on marine species living in pollution-free, deep ocean
waters using Swiss Cold-Process DNA Extraction Technology to

gather the proteins essential to the supplement. Celergen delivers
these proteins in capsule form so that they easily enter the blood
stream and the brain, triggering enhanced cell activity.
	Celergen’s marine cell proteins bind Peptide E Collagen,
which reinforces skin elasticity, and Hydro MN Peptide, which
plays a critical role in the rejuvenation of cartilage. The immediate
dividend: healthier looking skin and a reduction of chronic
joint pain. Doctors report that Celergen also goes to work on
the vascular system, which can reduce the rise in blood sugar
after meals and forestall certain conditions like Type II diabetes.
As more and more patients take Celergen and report positive
results, doctors have begun to recommend it for many of the
potential benefits.

Overall Well-Being
“My patient response has been quite remarkable. What is special about Celergen is that it is not a pharmaceutical and yet it truly works on a cellular level to
promote regeneration and can slow, if not reverse, the aging process.”
		Dr. Kenneth Orbeck, Body Logic MD, Greenville, SC

Energy & Sleep
“I sleep much better now and wake up with renewed energy. I believe Celergen is the best natural supplement enhancing the quality of life.”
		Dr. Michael Hytros, The Anti-Aging and Bariatric Clinic, Chicago, IL

Mental Focus & Skin Health
“Within a couple of weeks of taking Celergen, I noticed an overall increased energy level during my rigorous daily schedule and my focus and mental clarity has
also improved. In addition, my skin texture and elasticity has improved with my face and neck looking firmer and tighter.”
		Dr. Thomas Tzikas, Tzikas Facial Plastic Surgery Center, Delray Beach, FL

Energy & Vitality
“At 74, after bypass surgery, I figured things might never get better. Enter Celergen! I no longer wear a back brace, I work 14 hours a day,
and I never complain of being tired.”
		Dr. Glen Guillet, Anti-Aging Cell Therapy of Texas, Beaumont, TX
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